
MEDIEVAL MEDICINE C.1250-1450 
 

Basic 20: 

Questions: 
1. When was the Medieval 

period/Middle Ages? 

2. Name 2 influences on medical 

understanding in the medieval period 

3. What are the ‘Four Humours’? 

4. What was the ‘Theory of the Four 

Humours’? 

5. What was the ‘theory of opposites’? 

6. What is a physician? Were there 

many? 

7. What is a barber surgeon? 

8. Who might treat the poor if they were 

sick? 

9. How might they treat them? 

10. How were medieval towns/villages 

kept clean? (2 examples) 

11. When was the first outbreak of the 

Black Death in Britain? 

12. How many people died? 

13. What did people believed caused the 

Black Death? 

14. How did people try to prevent the 

Black Death? (2 ideas) 

15. How might they try to treat the Black 

Death? 

16. Name the 5 factors influencing 

medicine in the medieval period 

17. Which of these factors had the largest 

impact on medicine? 

18. How/why does this factor have such a 

large impact on medicine? 

19. What do we mean by change and 

continuity in medicine? 

20. Do we usually refer to medical 

understanding at this time as either 

change or continuity? 

 

Answers: 
1. 1000 to 1453 AD 

2. Galen and Hippocrates 

3. The 4 different liquids of the body: Blood, 

phlegm, yellow bile and black bile.  

4. If these are not perfectly balanced you will 

get sick 

5. Apply the opposite of your symptoms to re-

balance your humours 

6. Trained Doctor (been to university). Approx. 

100. 

7. A barber who also did minor operations 

(tooth extraction/mending broken bones 

etc.) 

8. A local wise/healing woman 

9. Using herbal remedies passed down through 

the generations, usually in books called 

‘Herbals’ 

10. ‘Rakers’ cleaned the streets of animal 

waste. Laws passed to punish throwing 

waste, public latrines built. Exeter built 

aqueducts for clean water. Regulations 

introduced about where to build public 

latrines, night carts used in some towns to 

empty cesspits!  

11. 1348 

12. 2 million (nearly half the population) 

13. God’s punishment/anger/miasma (bad 

air)/the planets/imbalance of four humours 

14. Prayed to God/extra church services 

held/candles in churches lit as offerings to 

god/pilgrimages/flagellants/carried sweet 

smelling herbs or lit fires/kept air moving by 

ringing bells or by having birds fly around the 

room 

15. Rebalance the four humours-bleeding and 

purging or applying the theory of opposites. 

16. The 

Church/Government/Education/Individuals/

Respect for tradition 

17. The Church/religion 

18. Church = important: people feared hell so 

didn’t question the church. Church 

controlled education and promoted 

Galen’s ideas and teaching so physicians 

were only taught his ideas. 

19. Change = developments in peoples 

understanding, therefore 

ideas/practices/technology advances. 

Continuity = people’s understanding 

remains the same 

20. Continuity 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Key terms:  

Medieval Period- Period of European history from (around) c1000 to 1453. Also known 

as the Middle Ages. 

Medical Renaissance- 1400 to 1700, the period of progress in 

European medical knowledge, and a renewed interest in the ancient ideas of the 

Greeks and Romans. The idea of questioning became more acceptable again. 

Industrial Revolution- Rapid development of industry in Britain in the late 18th and 19th 

centuries, brought about by the introduction of machinery. During this time there was 

now the use of steam power, the growth of factories, and the mass production of 

manufactured goods. This helped with medical advancements. 

Century- Period of one hundred years. E.g. fifteenth century is the period of 1401-1500, 

the sixteenth century is the period of 1501-1600. 

Hippocrates- Greek physician, traditionally seen as the father of medicine. 

Galen- Greek anatomist, physician, and writer whose theories formed the basis of 

European medicine until the Renaissance 

Four Humours- the idea the body has 4 different liquids (humours): Blood, phlegm, 

yellow bile and black bile. If these are not perfectly balanced you will get sick 

Physician- A doctor 

Change- Things advance (in medicine) ideas/practices/technology 

Continuity- Things remain the same, or consistent (in medicine) 

ideas/practices/technology 

Latrine- A toilet (often communal) 

Apothecary- A pharmacist or chemist 

Remedy- A drug or treatment that cures or controls the symptoms of a disease 

Dance Macabre – ‘Dance of Death’ a medieval symbolic representation in which 

Death leads all types of people to the grave, to show the equality of all before death 

Black Death – the pandemic that spread across the world in the 1340s causing huge 

numbers of the population to die 

Flagellants – Groups of people who paraded through towns whipping themselves to 

show God they had repented their sins and asked him to show mercy 

Miasma – Bad smell that was blamed as the cause of the Black Death 

 
 

What you should know at 

the end of this unit: 

 

 Which factors have 

impacted on 

Medieval Medicine.  

 The case study of The 

Black Death 1348.  

 

 


